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QUICKSTRAPS™
FASTENERS
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Ideal Products’ QuickStraps™ are cut to length straps manufactured
from various types of materials including Aluminum, T304, T316,
and Galvanized Steel. QuickStraps™ are fabricated using automated
processes and innovative technologies. QuickStraps™ are designed
to decrease installation times and reduce the need for any onsite
fabrication.

MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS
QUICKSTRAPS™ INSULSTRAP
MATERIAL

T304, T316, Mild Steel Galvanized

FINISHES

BA

PRODUCT APPLICATION

QuickStraps™ can be used on a variety of applications for fastening
including heat tracing, electrical wiring, insulation, and cladding.
Available types are the Insulstrap and Fabstrap. Each type of strap is
recommended for use on their specific applications.

WIDTHS

0.47"

GAUGES

0.010"

QUICKSTRAPS™ INSULSTRAPS are designed for quickly securing

various types of insulation, but not limited to heat tracing systems and
various other applications. The self-locking mechanism on the female
end ensures a safe and quick install. Insulstraps can be applied by hand
and do not require any special tools depending on the application.
Insulstraps can also be applied using Ideal Products unique all-in-one
applicator that tightens and cuts the excess material when required (See
application tools for further information). Insulstraps are manufactured
with rounded male and female ends for safe handling.
QUICKSTRAPS™ FABSTRAPS are designed for securing various types
of cladding and insulation, but not limited to heat tracing systems and
various other applications. Fabstraps come with an attached wing seal,
and precision cut to various lengths of 100+ sizes for a custom fit to
most pipe and insulation diameter combinations. Fabstraps are applied
with most commonly used tension and cutting tools.

PRODUCT COMPLIANCE
QUICKSTRAPS™ INSULSTRAP
STANDARD

MATERIAL

COMPLIANCE

ASTM A240

T304, T316

Conforms

ASTM A123

Galvanized Mild Steel

Conforms

QUICKSTRAPS™ FABSTRAPS
STANDARD

MATERIAL

COMPLIANCE

ASTM A240

T304, T316

Conforms

ASTM B209

Aluminum H14 3003

Conforms

SIZES
TENSILE
STRENGTH

35", 45", 55", 65", 75", 85", 95", 105", 115",
125", 135", 145", 155"

1200N (270 LBS)

QUICKSTRAPS™ FABSTRAP
MATERIAL

Aluminum, T304, T316

FINISHES

BA, 2B

WIDTHS

0.5", 0.75"

GAUGES

Aluminum: 0.020" / T304 & T316: 0.015", 0.020"

SIZES

Cut to length according to pipe and insulation
dimensions. See sizing chart.
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